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ABOUT ERIAC
ERIAC has a unique and single mandate as the first transnational, European level
organisation for the recognition of Roma arts and culture. The European Roma Institute
for Arts and Culture e.V. (ERIAC) is a joint initiative of the Council of Europe, the Open
Society Foundations, and the Roma Leaders’ initiative – the Alliance for the European
Roma Institute. ERIAC is an association registered under German law on 7 June 2017,
in Berlin, Germany. ERIAC exists to increase the self-esteem of Roma and to decrease
negative prejudice of the majority population towards the Roma by means of arts,
culture, history, and media. ERIAC acts as an international creative hub to support the
exchange of creative ideas across borders, cultural domains and Romani identities. ERIAC
aims to be the promoter of Romani contributions to European culture and talent, success
and achievement, as well as to document the historical experiences of Romani people in
Europe. ERIAC exists as a communicator and public educator, to disseminate a positive
image and knowledge about Romani people for dialogue and to build mutual respect
and understanding.
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ZELJKO JOVANOVIC, TIMEA JUNGHAUS (ERIAC) |
COMMISSIONER
The European Roma Institute for Arts and Culture (ERIAC), as a joint initiative of the Council
of Europe, the Open Society Foundations, and the Roma Leaders’ initiative – the Alliance for
the European Roma Institute for Arts and Culture, has a unique mandate as the transnational,
European-level organisation for the recognition of Roma through the means of arts and
culture.
ERIAC offices in Berlin and Belgrade support a broad network of Roma individuals and
organisations working in the fields of arts and culture, giving space to a contemporary art
gallery and educational programmes. ERIAC exists to increase the self-esteem of Roma and
to decrease negative prejudice of the majority population towards the Roma through arts,
culture, history, and language education.

EUGEN RAPORTORU | ARTIST
Eugen Raportoru, one of the most important visual artists of his generation in Romania,
graduated the Bucharest National University of Arts faculty of painting. Raportoru is the only
Romanian artist of Roma origin to show his works at the Royal Academy of Arts in London,
Vatican City under the aegis of UNESCO, the Ethnic Museum in Oslo, and in Stockholm
through the Roma Party. His work has been exhibited on the walls of the Brâncuşi Hall of the
Romanian Parliament, and shown in numerous exhibitions in the Romanian capital, including
the Romanian Museum of Contemporary Art (MNAC). A member of the Romanian Union
of Plastic Artists since 2010, he received the best painter award at the national UAP Gala in
2021. Raportoru’s work is regularly featured in exhibitions throughout Romania and is found
in numerous private collections.

ILINA SCHILERU | CURATOR
Ilina Schileru, Romanian artist, curator and cultural manager, received her MA in Graphic Art
from the Bucharest National University of Arts. A member of UAP Romania and founding
director of EBienale, she collaborates with galleries and artist-run spaces in Bucharest. Schileru
is programme coordinator of MNTRplusC, a contemporary artist-run space within the National
Museum of the Romanian Peasant, showcasing international collaborations between local and
international artists and curators, such as Cornelia Lauf, John Cabot University (Rome, Italy),
and Piotr Armianovsky (Ukraine), featured artist of La Biennale 2019. Schileru collaborates with
numerous NGOs on integrating immigrant and refugee children through art programmes,
and is engaged in establishing joint initiatives with other national museums (Museum of
Recent Art, MNAR, etc.).
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Eugen RAPORTORU: Stags 2, 2021, oil on canvas, 190 x 260 cm. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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SUPPORTED BY
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Roma Women | Performative
Strategies of Resistance –
Collaborators:
Ethel Brooks
Ioanida Costache
Mihaela Drăgan
Carmen Gheorghe
Delia Grigore
Angéla Kóczé
Dijana Pavlović
Erasma Vicenzina Pevarello
Alina Șerban

Curated by RomaMoMA

opposite: Mihaela DRĂGAN, multidisciplinary artist and
Roma activist, 2022.
Photo: Ilina Schileru
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The Cultural History of Roma Contribution
at the Venice Biennale
˜
Timea Junghaus

The Biennale opened its gates for the first time in 1895,
and it is the most prestigious art event in the world. Over
the course of this 127 years, however, there has been
a Roma presence only three times, beginning in 2007.
Between 1894 and 2007, there was no mention of any
members of the Roma community in the Biennale history
or archives. The gigantic effort involved, in a somewhat
heroic undertaking, in making the Roma exhibition
possible at the Biennale, is of utmost importance for
the Roma community to be included – and for the art
world to learn to think beyond nation states in this most
significant art event.
The inaugural Roma exhibition of 2007 was called
Paradise Lost, featuring a selection of contemporary
Roma artists from eight European countries, with Open
Society Foundations the Commissioner and its catalyst.
The exhibition marked the arrival of contemporary
Roma culture on the international stage and delivered
an important message of inclusion. In 2011, the second
Roma exhibition, Call the Witness, addressed the situation
of the Roma within European culture and society. At the
most recent Biennale, in 2019, ERIAC commissioned
Daniel Baker as curator of FUTUROMA, an exhibition
bringing together 14 Roma artists. Futuroma embodied
the notion of Roma contribution and Roma leadership,
as well as excellence and the highest standard of quality
in the arts. This year, ERIAC acts as Commissioner of the
Roma Exhibition for the second time, featuring Romanian
artist Eugen Raportoru, in dialogue with a community of
Roma artists and activists. ERIAC is also extremely proud
that the 2022 Biennale includes an unprecedented
exhibition showcasing Polish Roma artist Małgorzata
opposite: Eugen RAPORTORU: San șukar/You are beautiful, 2022,
oil on canvas, 120 x 100 cm. Photo: Cristi Farcaș

Mirga-Tas in her national pavilion. This marks the first
time in the history of the Biennale that a Roma artist
is shown in a national pavilion and participates in the
official competition. We are extremely proud that both
our exhibition, The Abduction from the Seraglio, and
the Polish Pavilion bring distinguished Roma artists to
Venice.
Roma presence at the Biennale unveils the pedagogy
of how inspiring, fertile and transformative it is to think
beyond national representations. I believe it is very
important for the Biennale itself to recognise how
Roma revolutionise and contribute with a new vision
to their institution. The Roma exhibition demonstrates
how to create a space of transnational alliances, transborder collaboration. It inspires self-definition of a
transformative character to Europe, through which our
widely dispersed and fragmented sense of belonging
can transcend national boundaries and invite universal
participation.
The notion of Roma arts and culture was very highly
debated until the early years of the new millennium, in
the 00s. The intertextuality of Roma scholarship on Roma
arts and culture and the excellence of artists of Roma
origin have stabilised this notion of Roma art. This is not
an ethnic category. Roma art speaks very authentically
and sensitively from within the Roma subjectivity. The
notion of Roma art has been the most important vehicle
over the past five decades to speak positively about the
Roma experience, to achieve visibility and momentum
for the Roma political movement, and to fight antiGypsyism.
The future of Roma in contemporary art is bright. Over
the course of 2022, ERIAC, apart from the exhibition
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in Venice, will be present at most of the premier
international art events across Europe. In May, the
exhibition of Emília Rigová will be opened at the 23rd
Triennale Milano International Exhibition. On view at the
quinquennial documenta 15 in Kassel will be Roma artists
Tamás Péli, Małgorzata Mirga-Tas, Mara Oláh (Omara)
Selma Selman, Emília Rigová, János Balázs, Ornella
Rudevics, Robert Gabris, and Marina Roselle, as well as
the RomaMoMA Library. ERIAC is also partnering with
Manifesta Foundation, and we will have exhibitions both
in Prishtina (Kosovo), as well as our Belgrade exhibition
space within Manifesta 14. The number of majority
organisations who invite a Roma contribution is growing,
while the community is pressing for art institutions and
professional museum spaces in multiple locations.

A Forward Looking Reflection
˜
Zeljko Jovanovic
It is an immense honour to be part of an initiative where
ERIAC, as a Roma-led institution, presents an exhibition
15 years after the first Roma pavilion opened here in
Venice. I am walking in the footsteps of the previous
generations of Roma intellectuals, artists and cultural
producers who have shaped our artistic and activist
history. That history is a basis for The Abduction, a
forward-looking reflection that itself makes history – at a
time when Roma in European societies are increasingly
threatened by populism and fascism, which exploit the
deeply ingrained prejudice against the Roma. That
prejudice is the wrong answer to the question of who
the Roma are. This exhibition, on the other hand, is a
first-person expression of our identity and creativity.

The Abduction was made possible by the tremendous
artistic gravitas of our curator, Ilina Schileru, the talent
of artist Eugen Raportoru, and a group of Roma
women activists and artists who enter into a dialogue
with Raportoru’s oeuvre, the visionary leadership of
Timea Junghaus, who pioneered the Roma presence at
the Venice Biennale a decade and a half ago, and the
incredible people who work with ERIAC. Their collective
strength has been the key in putting this project
16

together, and it only exemplifies what the Roma people
are capable of doing when they come together from
different parts of the globe, and when they have a few
determined friends.
Exhibiting at the Venice Biennale is hugely
important for us, as we can showcase our vision
both of ourselves and of the world around us, in time
and space alongside nation-states. We can prove here,
as many Roma do in sports, that when the rules are clear
and fair, and when we are judged not by the colour of
our skin but by the richness of our talent, we can succeed
just as well as any other group that has established a
nation. Despite the fact that we do not formally have
the same status at the Biennale, our artistic expression
breaks through any social, economic or political bars
that have been erected before us.
The world of the arts, while always capable of helping
to build nation-states, was never limited to this. On
the contrary, it has served as an expression of suffering
caused by nation-states: for example, in the case of
oppressed minorities – as well building bridges across
states – between France and Germany, for instance. Art
has always been a divine touch upon the deeply situated
humanity in each of us. As such, Roma arts and culture
represent a unique opportunity for the Venice Biennale
to fulfil the ambition of art and expand its promise for
the future.

opposite: Eugen RAPORTORU: Mother and Child, 2022, oil on
canvas, 120 x 100 cm. Photo: Cristi Farcaș
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ALINA ȘERBAN, actress and Roma activist, 2022. © Ilina Schileru
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The 59th International Art Exhibition of La Biennale di
Venezia will once again host an exhibition that represents
and values Romani cultures and identities through
the artistic work of Eugen Raportoru and through the
voices of the Roma women making interventions and
performances. The encounter between these new
proposals of artistic production and the historical
references they contain helps to shift the gaze towards
Roma contributions to European history and culture,
while avoiding folklorization and stereotyping.
In Italy, the promotion of Roma art, music, history
and culture has been increasingly recognised as a
cornerstone for fighting discrimination and antiGypsyism, and constitutes a specific thematic axis
within the new National Strategy for Inclusion, Equality
and Participation 2021-2030 (Strategia Nazionale di
Inclusione, Uguaglianza e Partecipazione 2021-2030).
UNAR, in expressing its interest and support for the
initiative, adheres to this experience with engagement
and involvement.
Triantafillos Loukarelis, UNAR General Director
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RomaMoMA is a contemporary art project initiating
a forum for collaborative reflection on a future Roma
Museum of Contemporary Art, with the involvement
of local and international, Roma and non-Roma artists,
cultural experts, social scientists and the civil sphere.
RomaMoMA is a joint initiative of the European Roma
Institute for Arts and Culture (ERIAC) and OFF-Biennale
Budapest. In the form of a contemporary art project,
by means of involving stakeholder communities, and
exploiting the possibilities of collective thinking and
discourse, as well as the critical and discursive potentials
of contemporary art, it – “prefiguratively” – “creates”
itself: an imagined and yet real space that is home to
both the Roma arts and artists.
The suffix in the title, “MoMA” (Museum of Modern Art)
is a reference to the prototype of art museums, and it
emphasises the dominant role of museums in processes
of canonisation, as well as the lack of self-representation
by minority groups in museum collections.
RomaMoMA aims to engage in dialogue with the above
actors across nations. At the same time, RomaMoMA –
albeit not affiliated with any government programme or
party policy – is a political statement. On the one hand,
because the question of the museum is not the private
business of the Roma community, because it concerns
the redistribution of resources and the transformation
of power relations within the society. The focus is not
on the realisation of the institution, but on the “act” of
conception. It is a discursive and performative process, in
the course of which questions regarding the “museum”
are discussed with the involvement of every stakeholder:

collection strategies, exhibition practice, and art
education and mediation methodology, alongside such
essential questions as the image the museum should
convey of the Roma, and the impact it might have on
the impacted (minority and majority) communities.
Furthermore, RomaMoMA devotes particular attention
to addressing the young public, developing a proprietary
methodology for the reinforcement of social dialogue
between Roma and non-Roma communities.
Rather than the realisation of a specific museum
concept, the project connects a range of programmes
(exhibitions, film screenings, performance, workshops,
etc.), modelling nomadic, flexible institutional operation,
which raises questions and formulates statements with
the devices of contemporary art. It aspires to achieve
all of this in accordance with the museum approaches
of the 21st century that extend social engagement to
reconsidering the relations of museum narratives,
cultural heritage and contemporaneity. Although each
of the presented artworks contributes to the creative
act of the collaborative conception with a unique voice,
they share a common desire for narrative, speech and
dialogue; their raw material is also shared: contemporary
society.

overleaf: Eugen RAPORTORU: The Abduction from the Seraglio
(detail), 2021, oil on canvas, 190 x 260 cm. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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Eugen Raportoru

The Abduction from the Seraglio
˜
after Ilina Schileru, edited by Marc N Hörler

Roma artist Eugen Raportoru’s installation series, The
Abduction from the Seraglio, acts as a multifaceted and
kaleidoscopic time capsule. It retraces the story of the
increasing presence of oriental carpets in post-Soviet
households starting in the 1960s and 1970s and their
demise into oblivion with the fall of the communist regime.
As a window into another world, the carpet acted as a
volatile carrier of meaning and possibility; on a deeper
level it stands for a longer tradition of using orientalist
motifs as vehicles for fantastic escapism. The installation
thus shows carpets depicting orientalised narratives
of the Other, while literally being embedded in the
picturesque iconography of Western painting traditions
of landscape, still life or religion, perhaps indicative of
a dreamy romanticism involuntarily serving subjugation
in the name of enlightenment. The installation thereby
makes palpable the visual vocabulary of a whole
generation by bringing together these contrasting
imageries representative of the general psyche under
communism.
The Italian seraglio is an alteration of the Turkish saray –
“palace, court”, from the Persian sara’i – “palace, inn”, that
derives from a Proto-Indo-European root *tra-/tere-,
meaning “cross over, pass through, overcome”; however,
one can also draw a folk etymological connection to the
Italian serraglio – “enclosure, cage”.1 As such, it can refer
to both the sequestered living quarters used by wives
and concubines in an Ottoman household, as well as the
cage to hold captive a wild animal. The linguistic friction
created by the proximity of these opposing concepts of
captivity on the one hand and protection on the other
is indicative of the dense realm of references one enters
upon looking at Raportoru’s work.

The carpets and their complex function as surfaces
of projection, as flying carpets into another land in
communist households are juxtaposed with orientalised
narratives of those very others, while at the same time
perpetuating ideas of abduction as an ancient form
of marriage. Abduction in this context is charged
fundamentally with patriarchal projections onto the
female (and the other) body, at once via its linguistic
closeness to ideas such as “caging the wild, the feral,
the untameable” and the resulting parallelisation of the
female with the “beast, the monster, the other”; on the
other hand, it shows the rootedness of a patriarchal
understanding of abduction in myths about sexual
violence, as motivated by uncontrollable male lust
“rescuing” masochistic female desire of rape. It is this
categorisation that allowed patriarchal logic to not only
submit the female, but the global non-white body as
such to the atrocities and the connected narratives of
white salvation.
The depictions of the oriental and the subsequent
projections of the Western hegemonic mind are then
almost normalised in their framing within depictions
of landscapes, still lives or religious sceneries that are
canonical in the art history written in the “occident”.
Yet, the sense of normality is complex and layered, and
this may be heard as a whisper in the title of the work.
“Enclosures were an English phenomenon whereby
landlords and well-to-do peasants fenced off the
common lands, putting an end to customary rights and
evicting the population of farmers and squatters that
depended on them for their survival. The same process
of expulsion of the peasantry and the commercialization
of land occurred in France and other parts of Western
25

Europe, for instance, through increased taxation”,2
writes feminist historian Silvia Federici. By consulting
Federici, one can understand not only the wicked space
and time in which the specific imagery of Raportoru’s
work originates, but it may also illustrate some of the
foundational changes occurring in the late Middle Ages
at the dawn of capitalism, from witch hunts to land
privatisation to the control of the reproductive body,
as well as the philosophical pillars for the enslavement,
extraction and genocide of people of colour.
In 1782, Mozart conducted the premiere of his opera
entitled, The Abduction from the Seraglio. The opera was
sponsored by the Nationalsingspiel, created to perform
works in German by the Austrian Emperor Joseph II.
While the opera ultimately does not dissolve ideas of
the orientalised other, the sense of European superiority
or of the bodily and affective reality of women, it does
provide an insight into the general mood associated
with those topics. Konstanze and her servant Blonde
resist being coerced into concubinage and sexual
slavery by servant Osmin and his master Pasha Selim.
The captives insist on their right to control their own
bodies and affection. True love, not coercion, will win
their hearts and sexual favours, and Pasha Selim, in his
generosity, renounces his love for Konstanze in releasing
her and her friends from captivity. The narratives that tell
the story of two Western women resisting the “barbaric”
oriental environment, and by promoting the existence
of pure, “true” love attain their freedom by converting
the heathen Selim, seems like a well-known missionary
tale. However, one can observe how the position of the
women and their captivators vis-à-vis an enlightened
patriarchal discourse complicates the situation and
perhaps involuntarily makes apparent the proximity of
“the woman” and “the other” in dominant society at the
time.
“‘You might be able to go through this whole experience
as an observer,’ I said. ‘I can understand that because
most of the time, I’m still an observer. It’s protection. It’s
nineteen seventy-six shielding and cushioning eighteen
nineteen for me. But now and then, like with the kids’
game, I can’t maintain the distance. I’m drawn all the
way into eighteen nineteen, and I don’t know what
to do. I ought to be doing something though. I know
26

that.’”3 Author Octavia Butler writes these lines in Kindred,
telling the tale of Dana, the protagonist, living in 1976
but somehow and involuntarily being transported back
to the US antebellum south in 1819 and into slavery on a
farm as a woman of colour. Although these moments of
transportation are fictional, Butler shows that the affective
and psychic consequences are not. She poses the difficult
question of how to deal with the legacy of slavery as a
woman of colour in the 1970s, how to understand and
process the affective wounds and physical traumas that
are still alive despite being in the past. In his installations,
Raportoru meditates similarly on the specific time-space
configuration of notions such as identity and history, as
well as trauma, hope, the body and affect.
By again examining the root of the word seraglio,
*tra-/tere-, “cross over, pass through, overcome”, one
may be able to imagine how the performance of this
crossing over functions, what this passing through and
overcoming could look like, and what liminal space
and time those performances would inhabit. Much like
Butler’s Kindred, Raportoru’s The Abduction from the
Seraglio does not give a finite answer, but it opens up a
space to think and reflect, by allowing one to time-travel
and experience the colliding forces at play. Is there a final
overcoming, an ultimate crossing over though, or will
these events continue to haunt the people they scarred?
Listening to queer theorist José Esteban Muñoz and his
thoughts on queerness, one may find solace: “Queerness
is not yet here. Queerness is an ideality. Put another way,
we are not yet queer. We may never touch queerness,
but we can feel it as the warm illumination of a horizon
imbued with potentiality. We have never been queer, yet
queerness exists for us as an ideality that can be distilled
from the past and used to imagine a future”.4 Muñoz’s
understanding of queerness as “not yet here” is deeply
informed by a Blochian tradition of thinking about utopia
and situates the li-v/f-e performances of “minoritarian
culture and criticism makers”5 in the hopeful liminality of
the horizon. In this sense, the transformative potential
of Raportoru’s kaleidoscopic assemblages may lie in
the fringes, in the blurry edges, where loose threads
of carpets, organic fragments of still lives and collective
memory overlay, are woven together. Potentially, those
loose ends allow an understanding of what Marxist
cultural theorist Raymond Williams conceptualised as

“structures of feeling”: “[structures of feeling] refers to
the general organization of emotion and experience
in a given period—especially as developed along
generational lines”.6 It is thus perhaps in squinting at the
past that hopeful visions may arise on the horizon.
Notes
1 “Seraglio”, in: Online Etymology Dictionary, see: https://
www.etymonline.com/word/seraglio [accessed 6 December
2021]
2 Silvia Federici: Witches, Witch-Hunting, and Women,
Oakland, CA: PM Press, 2018, 15-16.
3 Octavia E. Butler: Kindred, 2018, 107.
4 José Esteban Muñoz: Cruising Utopia: The Then and
There of Queer Futurity (Sexual Cultures, 13), New York: New York
University Press, 2009, 1.
5
José Esteban Muñoz: “Ephemera as Evidence:
Introductory Notes to Queer Acts”, in: Women & Performance:
A Journal of Feminist Theory 8, no. 2, 1 January 1996, 10.
See: https://doi.org/10.1080/07407709608571228
6 Craig Calhoun, ed.: “Structures of Feeling”, in:
Dictionary of the Social Sciences, Oxford University Press,
2002. See: https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/
acref/9780195123715.001.0001/acref-9780195123715-e-1614
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Eugen RAPORTORU: The Abduction from the Seraglio, The
Romanian National Museum of the Romanian Peasant, 2021
(installation view). Photo: Alex Busuioceanu
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Eugen RAPORTORU, February 2022. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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When art making is just one part of the story
˜
Călin Dan

Eugen Raportoru is a phenomenon that cannot be
understood outside of the complex circumstances
characterising Romanian society and culture of the last
fifty plus years. His validation as an artist came late, when
other colleagues of his generation were already long on
their vocational path. Somehow against all odds, if we
are to believe the artist himself, he took to visual arts
through contacts with people from his neighbourhood,
as a child. While having a physiological limitation (he is
a daltonist), Raportoru delved into the voluptuous world
of colours without too much deliberation, carving for
himself a universe that is indeed less prone to chromatic
explorations, and is fascinated by the decay of the
universe.
Whatever I paint, even if it is a castle, turns into a slum
(mahala in Romanian), states the artist, who is playing
with gusto the role of agent provocateur. But – besides
the provocation – he is right: Raportoru feels the marginal
world where he grew up, carrying with him everywhere
the experience of poverty that is always a menace, but
also (for the strong ones) a challenge. Without this
background, he might not have been attracted to visual
culture, a domain difficult for him to reach due to his
own personal circumstances mentioned above. But if
his background might have been materially poor, it was
visually rich. That double reality empowered the artist in
the choice of his vocation, giving him the courage, but
also the wit to pursue an unlikely career, coming from a
community bound culturally more to music and poetry
than to the visual arts, especially specifically to painting.
Raportoru in Romanian means “the one who reports,
the one who bears witness”. The artist understands both
the funny sound of this name in our mother tongue, but
also its branding power. He always introduces himself as
such – Raportoru – and this is a way of saying that he
is present, that he is bringing forth something urgent,
a message of importance. What this message contains
precisely is eventually up to us, but the artist makes

explicit his bond with the city, with its landscapes, with
the idea of housing, of sheltering, and – I would add –
the notion of identity.
And herein lies the fascinating dimension of Eugen
Raportoru’s strategy. Because despite the sometimes
raucous, savage touches of the brush, and besides the
emphasis on a continuous, irrational stream of images
produced with a feeling of exhilaration, the artist is
orchestrating and performing a difficult task: to build a
discourse compatible both with a modernity to which he
aspires, and with a parallel universe – that determined
by his ethnic identity. Like other leading cultural figures
coming from a Roma background, Eugen Raportoru is
explicit about his belonging only when necessary – a
necessity that can have multiple roots.
On one hand, there is his preference for a certain
aesthetics of decay. Eugen Raportoru pays tribute
to a certain late wave of Expressionism in Romanian
painting, namely to his mentor Corneliu Baba’s last
period (the 1980s), but this overlaps with a culture of
the vernacular, of commercial sign-painting, of the large
canvases animating the surfaces of caravans and tents
at the migrant open-air fairs popular in the southern
and eastern parts of the country. A carnivalesque
atmosphere, a sense of formal and energetic freedom
circulates through the images.
On the other hand, there is his ambiguous relation with
the conventions of modernity. Raportoru is a highculture practitioner, and his production is designed to
fit the standards of this framework. Although his images
do not speak directly to the status of the artist, there is
an implicit acceptance of conventions: the canvas, the
easel, the frame, the gallery walls are unquestionable
elements of (self-)recognition and implicitly of belonging
to the club. At the same time, the artist cuts corners
with relaxation, and adopts “bad” solutions (as in “bad
painting” – the mean turn taken by a group of artists in
the 1970s); he is not impressed by the rules of taste, by
31

the logic of composition, or by the tectonic of the easel.
And with this, we arrive to the third manner of unveiling
his group identity: the tactical use of high culture.
The aesthetic and morphologic conventions are not
distorted by the artist in the name of innovation; he
does not question the boundaries of the discipline.
Raportoru ignores them pure and simple, in a tactical
move meant to make space for the improvisational, for
the vernacular, for the accident that opens a meaningful
crack in the surface of art making. The meaning of
this soft attack is the installation of a zone of freedom
within the area of convention – and that is the tactical
approach of Roma artists in every field, whether they are
musicians, comedians, writers – or painters.
A sense of disorder is predominant here, and its value
matches that brought by the sense of order: it is a
matter of balance to understand both and to work with
both. The model value of artists like Eugen Raportoru is
precisely the transfiguration of the Roma condition from
a Nemesis into a Victory.
I happen to know Eugen Raportoru’s work already
for a long time, and I have been following his artistic
tribulations with interest. The offer he made in the frame
of the 2020 National Museum of Contemporary Art –
MNAC Bucharest call for art acquisitions therefore came
as a pleasant surprise. It is an installation instrumentalising
the inventory of a living room, or actually an all-purpose
room in the homes of poor people from South-Eastern
Europe. The artist made it clear that it was not ( just)
an autobiographical work – but focuses on the socioeconomic group to which Roma people belong – without
being an exception.
I appreciate this work for its sincerity and also for its
strategic stance: a Roma artist using his own material
culture, and his identity, in order to speak about a
broader group who lives, works, relaxes, loves, in
simple, sometimes dire, overpopulated environments.
His installation is both an aerodrome for helping his
paintings to take off into the world, but also a strong
autonomous work in its own right, bringing us into nonmediated, honest contact with the multi-layered realities
of a universe where making art is just one part of the
story.
Eugen RAPORTORU: On the Road, 2022, solo show,
The Romanian Cultural Institute London. Photo: Ovidiu Darian
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Overlapping Seraglios
˜
Ethel Brooks (Rutgers University)
As a young girl, I knew what not to speak. I knew not
to talk about my legs in front of my elders. I knew not
to talk about desire. I was told that if I were to use a
tampon, it might get lost “up there”, and that sex was
only with my (future) husband, and something never to
be enjoyed. I understood that to be a Romni1 meant to
marry young, to safeguard my virginity, to treat my body
like “a temple, not a playground”, and of course that
desire and all that goes with it was mokadi. Chik. What
some Roma would call marime. My understanding of
romanipe was such that my body or pleasure was not on
the table, not in dialogue, and certainly not on display.
Out in the non-Roma world, I was bombarded with
images of the young, hypersexualised Romani women,
on the one hand, or by the proverbial wizened, tricky
old crone telling fortunes and dispensing potions. In
“Gypsy Woman”, Curtis Mayfield sang, “All through
the caravan/She was dancing with all the men”, while
Cher sang of “Gypsies, Tramps and Thieves”, and about
herself as a Romani girl whose mother “danced for the
money they’d throw”; later, my daughter, tears in her
eyes, showed me the video to the song “Gypsy/Gitana”,
in which Shakira sings, “I’m a Gypsy/I’ll steal your clothes
if they fit me”. At the other end of the pop culture race/
gender/sex life course, I saw “Gypsy Witch” fortune
telling cards for sale in joke shops, and films such as
Stephen King’s Thinner, that featured old, malevolent
Romani women. Pop culture tropes were reinforced by
those of science, with “Gypsy Moths” wreaking havoc on
the flora in the countryside around me and police forces
specialising in “Gypsy” criminality. Throughout it all, we,
Romani women, Romnia, went unrecognised, confined
to the overlapping seraglios of Orientalist, sexist-racist
patriarchal sovereignty.
We, Romnia, have been caught in overlapping seraglios
across generations, across centuries, at the intersection
of racism, sexism, genocide and coloniality. These
overlapping seraglios work to contain us as sexualised,
domesticated subjects of the nation-state, pop culture,
nationalism, the sex/gender/race system, patriarchy,
capitalism, and Orientalism. As Ann Stoler reminds us,
“…the history of Western sexuality must be located in

the production of historical Others, in the broader
forcefield of empire where technologies of sex, self, and
power were defined as ‘European’ and ‘Western’ as they
were refracted and remade”.2 Romani women, and our
sexuality, have been continually produced as Europe’s
and whiteness’s historical Others – objects of desire,
central to the production of the West and in its racialised
Romani subject.
At the same time, Romnia are bound by an internalised
patriarchal (Orientalist) formation that is at the crux
of certain forms of Romani nationalism: that, in
order to continue the line, the family, the nation, true
Romnia have to be pure, young, and, once married,
childbearing. Once we are beyond childbearing years,
we are asked to reproduce the nation by teaching our
girls the same lessons. If we are caught in the seraglio
of the nation-state, we are also subject to abduction –
not as liberation, but as marriage, as providing proof of
virginity, of reproducing the Romani nation in the face
of the violence, racism, discrimination, and genocide to
which we have been subject across centuries. We are
educated into a gadjekane system of desire where, again
from Stoler, “Domesticated sexuality and managed
sensibilities were endowments of those who stood
above, and labelled, those categories…”3 of race, sex,
gender, class, and rule.
To be clear, Roma do not have a patriarchy problem
that needs to be solved by gadjekane enlightenment.
Our seraglio has been constructed, created precisely
by gadjekane enlightenment. The colonialist, racist,
sexist and patriarchal European project has constructed
Romani Others as abject, inhabiting the seraglio, the
camp, the mahala, the shantytown and the ghetto; at the
same time, we Roma have reproduced that Othering,
and have reproduced the gadjekane nation-state,
through the maintenance of sex/gender binaries, of child
marriages, showing the sheets, and the heteronormative,
patriarchal telos of womanhood that works to limit our
vision of who we can be and who our girls might be.
Furthermore, we, Romnia, do not need to be saved. We
do not need, in Gayatri Spivak’s words, to flatten “the
race-class-gender overdeterminations of the situation”;
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we are not calling for the colonial formulation of “white
men are saving brown women from brown men”;4
neither are we, in Abu-Lughod’s reformulation of Spivak,
advocating for white (feminists) to save brown women
from brown men.5 Rather, we can save ourselves – and
we are saving ourselves, every day – from the seraglio
of nation-state/colonialism/racism/patriarchy; from the
saray of the multiple nation-building projects that have
claimed us: nation-state system, the nation-building
project, our own nationalism. We have been kept in
a seraglio framed by gypsylorists, by Romologists, by
gadje experts, by those who would explain our situation
– those who, taking their cue from imperial knowledge
production, would establish, in Spivak’s words, “the
good society […] marked by the espousal of the woman
as object of protection from her own kind”. Spivak
goes on to ask the key question: “How should one
examine the dissimulation of patriarchal strategy, which
apparently grants the woman free choice as subject?”6
The overlapping seraglios of objectivity and subjectivity
as coloniality.
We make home in these overlapping seraglios – for
ourselves, for everyone – even as we also are made
by them, created by those who occupy, who colonise,
by those who pass through, by those who would save
us from ourselves and who would grant us freedom.
We have been held in their walls, taken from them at
whim for marriage, for the sexual pleasure of others; our
pleasures bound by patriarchy and our needs framed by
coloniality. Through the overlapping seraglios, Romani
femme bodies, our sexualities, our desires, our love, have
been occupied by gadje and by Roma alike. Romani
women have been publicly centred, made hyper-visible,
through colonialist gadje fantasies of our sexuality; we
have also been kept, held, formed as brides, wives,
mothers, daughters, by our communities, by the nation,
by the state and by the law.
Abduction itself can only happen from, through
and across overlapping seraglios. In Mozart’s opera,
Belmonte and Pedrillo plan an abduction (from Turkey)
of their loves, Konstanze and Blonde, from the saray
of Pasha Selim; in the end, Pasha Selim releases the
women, sending them home (to Europe) with the men
who had originally come to abduct them. The seraglio
of Mozart’s operas is the same seraglio portrayed in
Gérôme’s paintings – the stuff of imperial gadjekane
masculinist fantasy – and, for we Romnia, it is replicated
in the marketplace, the prison, the saray, the palace,
the stopping place, the camp. It is the stuff of opera, of
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paintings, of fantasy; the stuff of statecraft, of patriarchy,
of capitalism, of genocide. Both inside and outside the
seraglio, abducted into or from, men are recounted as
both captors and liberators from, across, and through
the overlapping seraglios.
What about we, Romnia, the denizens of those
intersecting, overlapping seraglios? What about,
in particular, us, the femme subjects who embody
the racialised/gendered/sexualised space of the
concentration camp, the prison, the security state; the
camp-as-seraglio, the camp-as-bordello, the campas-harem, the camp-as-palace? What about Romani
women who are the subjects of the seraglio, abducted
into and out of the overlapping seraglios through
marriage, labour, statecraft, and nation building? We
who reproduce the saray for kings, travellers, the nation,
the nation-state; for white masculine subjects and white
masculinist formations to spend the night and build their
lives, build their institutions as protectors of women and
as rulers of the world. What about our worlds, our lives,
our dreams? How do we heal ourselves? What does
healing look like, what does it feel like? What questions
do we ask? Where do we begin?
What if we refuse abduction – for ourselves, for our girls,
for our mothers and grandmothers? In this refusal, we
reclaim the seraglio. We do this through seeing each
other, through recognising each other. In 2009, in an
article for the inaugural edition of the Romani women’s
journal, Nevi Sara Kali [The New Sara Kali], I called for
this practice of recognition as a way to understand our
place in the world as Romani women, as a mode of
seeing, really seeing, each other, Romnia, in the midst
and through the mist of fraught legacies of racism,
colonialism, and patriarchy, and as a possibility for
moving toward a post-Auschwitz sexuality.7 Here I offer
a politics of recognition as practice, as mode, as nowand-future possibility for Romani women, girls, femmes;
for those of us who have been rendered at once invisible
and hyper-visible as women, as racialised, as abject, as
spirit, as autonomous, as subjects.
Rather than abduction, what if we were to focus on the
ways that we recognise each other in the making of
home, in and across seraglios, in the world, for women,
for Romnia of all ages, for all of us. In all that we do,
we Romnia, feminist, queer, young, old, all of us, come
together to resist abduction, to make home, and to
transform the overlapping seraglios into a space that is for
us, together, for all of us. This healing through recognition

is what I have called, in other writing, encampment. The
making of camp is our magic, our science, our profound
system of knowledge. Encampment-as-magic protects,
it manifests the future, it forges paths and dreams. Our
bodies and our souls, Romnia, build camp, have stayed
in place, have practiced encampment for us and for our
communities. Through our practices of encampment,
we have fed dreams, have sustained lives, have built
worlds. This politics and practice of the camp, of camp,
is something that we do every day; it is our system of
recognition that often goes misrecognised by the state,
by patriarchal formations, by the heteronormative
sex/gender/race/class system that would capture and
encapsulate us all. We have learned to live and to
recognise each other through encampment, to make
magic and to make our lives, through our knowledge,
our survival, our resistance. We are taking back our
bodies, our pleasures, our spirits, our pleasure.
For us, Romnia, practicing encampment and the practice
of camp is to refuse abduction, to reclaim the seraglio.
We know camp as a system of home-making, of standing
ground, for femme, queer, abject, brown bodies; camp is
our code and our practice, it is our system of recognition
and our place in the world. In his essay for Camp: Notes
on Fashion, Fabio Cleto tells us:

violence and exclusion, the appropriation of our bodies
and the domestication of our desires. We have created
beauty and remained beauty throughout.
We see this possibility, of recognition, of beauty, in another
year of encampment in Venice, in the Biennale, and in the
magic-carpet post-Soviet Romani seraglio that Eugen
Raportoru has created in the space of what is, as it always
has been, the Roma Pavilion. The horses, the carpets,
the marriage bed – signifiers of our Romaniness, codes
that we recognise amongst ourselves and that connect
us across continents and contexts. This possibility lies,
profoundly, in the Performative Strategies of Resistance
that Roma Women bring to Venice, just as we bring
them to the world in our everyday lives, in our everyday
making of home and of camp, and in our everyday
resistance against genocide, against patriarchy, against
overlapping seraglios. These Strategies of Resistance are
open to all, and they consist of the gifts we give to the
world: Alina Serban’s Storytelling takes up the legacy of
Katarina Taikon, and the gift of the stories that we tell
each other, ourselves, our children, as resistance and as
intergenerational knowledge transmission, to share with
all who wish to listen. Mihaela Dragan and Giuvlipen
Theatre give us the gift of Rituals, channelling the spirits,
the witchcraft, that we Romnia embody, through our
care, our knowledge, our expertise, our magic.

The word camp itself is protean and
duplicitous, as much as it is slippery. […]
it probably derives from the theatrical/
visual meanings of the French se camper,
“to posture boldly”, and the Italian
campeggiare, “to stand out”. […] Camp’s
semiotic existence thus combines the
transitive, transformative power of a
subversive mode of perception (camping
it up) with the intransitive nature of
camping as a style of performance.
Camp is a tautology, a linguistic act,
providing the ultimate instance of (and
case for) “queer performativity”. […] For
camp is as camp does.8

This practice of recognition, of Romnia making camp,
making pleasure, making satisfaction, in the sense
of Alenka Zupancic’s engagement of the question,
“What is Sex?”9 Zupancic engages with Lacan to think
through sex and sexuality, exploring the ontological
and epistemological gap in knowing, explaining,
understanding sex; Zupancic suggests that there is
a “fundamental ambiguity which is, from the outset,
of a metaphysical order. In other words: the more we
try to think of the sexual as sexual […] the quicker we
find ourselves in the element of pure and profound
metaphysics”.10 We are experts in metaphysics; we bring
pleasure to each other; we build camp not just for home,
but for pleasure, for satisfaction.

My Romni self, my feminist self, would keep all of these
formations of camp in play, particularly its origins in queer,
femme, abject and racialised practices of embodiment,
of worldmaking, of staying. Because camp-as-practice,
practicing encampment, is also, again drawing from the
French transitive verb, the practice of staying in place.
Staying in place despite it all. We Romnia have stayed in
place – we have withstood racialised, sexual, gendered

As a young girl, I knew what not to speak. But when
I came home and asked my mother, after hearing the
word on a playground, what a period was (because I was
scared by the explanation I had been given by the other
girls), my mother quietly, swiftly, went into action, calling
her cousins, neighbours, my aunties, our extended family,
and community, asking for advice. She did not want me
to be afraid and yet, because she herself knew what not
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to speak, and, also, had never been told, she turned to
other women. My aunties all came together, giving my
mother books and ideas. In response to my question,
within a day or so, my mother handed me a library –
a dozen or so books – teaching me about my body,
menstruation, reproduction, and, partly, self-care. I took
the stack of books into a corner of our trailer, behind the
sofa, and read them. While they did not teach me about
pleasure, or satisfaction, they provided a basis for me to
understand the workings of my own body – a gift given
to me by my mother and by the other Romnia elders
of my family. Later, I was able to use the knowledge I
learned in those books to map all of the parts of our
bodies, which we had known not to speak, for my older
family members. It was a map of knowledge and desire,
of the possibility of satisfaction. It is something that I wish
all of us, all Romnia, knew: how to map our desire, our
pleasure, our satisfaction. It was my mother’s gift, not
as truth, but as knowledge, as recognition among and
between women.
My mother, and all of the Romnia elders upon whom she
called, practised recognition through a methodology
and an epistemology of love. Her gift of the books –
none of them perfect, of course; cobbled together, of
course – these books of encampment, started me on
my feminist journey and allowed me, in turn, to teach
my daughters about their bodies, to share with them
a methodology and epistemology of love, of pleasure,
of satisfaction that I wish for all of us. It is this sense of
satisfaction, of love, of pleasure that I sought in my young
life and that I have to rediscover as I move into another
phase, another stage, of my life. Again, in this time, in
my fifties, I follow my mother’s practice, and, where I
once had my mother, sisters, aunts, cousins to guide me,
to gift me stories, books, knowledge, I now depend on
my sisters, cousins and daughters to guide me through
menopause, through new forms of pleasure, through
satisfaction. We do this together, Romnia: my daughters,
Charlotte and Sara; my nieces, Talley and Ellie. My sisters,
Cindy and Charlotte; for all of my aunts, sisters, cousins,
across the world. For you, Romnia, who are reading this.
We teach our daughters, just as my mother taught me,
as strong, independent women, free from abduction,
free from the seraglio; we teach them the practices of
resistance, survival, magic, and pleasure. We teach them
in love, through self-love and love for each other. In the
name of my mother, my aunt, my grandmother; our
mothers, our aunts, our grandmothers, all those who
went before and all of those who come after.
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I wish for us the beauty of our bodies, the ability to stay
in place (se camper), and the reclaiming of our place,
our home, ourselves. This reclaiming is also why we
give you Camp, the RomaMoMA Nomadic Library. It
is the stack of books that my mother gave me – the
entry into my own sense of embodiment, of self, of
pleasure of satisfaction – and it is the stories that my
aunt told me; it is the knowledge of what it means to
be Romni and to seek connection and community with
other Romnia, in the world that we have built through
recognition, through camp, through love. Our Camp,
our library, is that space behind the sofa: it is the space
where we can explore, together, ways of knowing, ways
of understanding, together. It is an active, contingent,
living form of knowledge production.
Romnia, we have survived centuries of genocide, of
the occupation of our bodies and continual efforts to
contain our souls. We are strong: survivors, resisters;
we are beauty and love. We are creators of knowledge,
whose knowledge, whose bodies, and whose place in
the world can never be fully colonised by whiteness, by
patriarchy, by Europe, by the nation. This is the feminist,
queer possibilities of Romnia power, our sexuality, our
bodies, our pleasures, and the beauty that we create in
all that we are. This is the recognition we bring to each
other, of pleasure, of satisfaction, of beauty, of possibility,
through a taking back of the seraglio, resisting abduction,
making feminist, femme, Romani/Romni home through
satisfaction, pleasure, knowledge; through camp and
encampment; through storytelling and rituals; through
magic; through intergenerational transmission of
knowledge, intimate and embodied.
And still, it is crucial for our continued survival, and for
the continued survival of the planet, that we Romnia
maintain our sense of self, our knowledge, our magic. As
indigenous activist and scholar Rigoberta Menchú said,
at the end of her testimonial book, to Elizabeth Burgos
Debray: “I’m still keeping secret what I think no one
should know. Not even anthropologists or intellectuals,
no matter how many books they have, can find out all
our secrets”.11 And so it is, our knowledge production,
our intergenerational storytelling, our magic. You are
not going to learn our secrets. But I will tell you about
our knowledge production, our resistance, our freedom
beyond abduction, beyond the seraglio.
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Lute Books, San Francisco, 1987), in which she does not
translate Nahuatl and Spanish words for her readers. I will
not be translating the Romani in this text but hope that my
non-Romani speaking readers will work to understand/divine
the meanings of the Romani. In so doing, I also take seriously
Rigoberta Menchú Tum’s position that there are “some secrets
that are ours alone, not to be shared”, to which I return below.
2 Stoler, Ann Laura: Race and the Education of Desire, Duke
University Press, Durham, 1995, p.195.
3 Ibid., p.194.
4 Chakravorty Spivak, Gayatri: “Can the Subaltern Speak?”,
in: Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg, eds.: Marxism and
the Interpretation of Culture, Macmillan, London, 1988, p.305.
5 Abu-Lughod, Lila: “Do Muslim Women Really Need
Saving? Anthropological Reflections on Cultural Relativism
and its Others”, in: American Anthropologist, 104(3), 2002,
pp.783-790.
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2017, p.2.
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Eugen RAPORTORU: The Abduction from the Seraglio, 2021, oil on canvas, 190 x 260 cm. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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Direct Routes & Detours: Roma Travels
Through Contemporary Art
˜
Daniel Baker

The Escape
The exciting exhibition of works by Eugen Raportoru on
show at Palazzo Loredan as part of the 59th Biennale
Arte places at its centre an examination of the role that
the vernacular continues to play in society. Through
installation and painting, the artist draws our attention
to the insistent agency that seemingly everyday objects
exert on us as we go about our daily lives. Despite the
near universal saturation of the virtual and the digital
throughout the contemporary moment, materiality
continues to inform our sense of self in ways which,
despite our best efforts, we cannot resist. Insight into
such mechanisms of resistance is key to understanding
the ongoing influence that material culture holds over
our lives today, and such power is not peculiar to the
Roma cultural sphere. The works on display in The
Abduction from Seraglio show us that certain objects
have the capacity to cross the divide, occupying multiple
positions across cultural contexts simultaneously. A
complex and remarkable feat for what might also be
experienced as a few pieces of coloured fabric, but such
is the power of art.
The wall carpets which Raportoru employs and
deconstructs in his exhibition, and whose subject matter
informs the title of the show, display in narrative and
figurative form the rescue of a Spanish noblewoman
from captivity in Turkey by her lover. The fast-paced
action recounted within the tale, and the perilous nature
of the resulting escape, are embodied within the stitches
and dyes that make up the designs in question, each of
which act as a kind of storybook, where we find all the
hazards and drama of the heroic narrative distilled into
a single stylised image. Through a variety of settings,
Raportoru explores the mechanisms that position such

objects as portals into other worlds, as volatile conveyors
of meaning and possibility, which at the same time draw
upon the Western tradition of employing orientalist
markers as vehicles for escapism. The rich possibilities
for unpacking the symbolism and complexities of the
materiality, imagery and stories embodied within these,
and objects like them, are limitless. And this is what
makes the domestic interior such a potent space for
discovering more about ourselves and how we engage
with the world around us—a fascination which I share
with the artist and which has formed the basis of my
own practice as an artist and as a curator over the last
twenty years. My interest in understanding the meanings
embodied within the paraphernalia of Roma décor—as
well as its capacity to inform and reflect Roma lives and
the distribution of Roma knowledge—perhaps inevitably
links with some of the themes examined within The
Abduction from the Seraglio.
A desire to explore this shared preoccupation with
the objects that populate the Roma domestic space is
highlighted in the conceptual artwork entitled Getaway,
an installation which I have designed to occupy the
public square at the entrance to Raportoru’s exhibition.
In many ways, this collaborative installation project has
presented an ideal opportunity to re-interpret not only
the vibrant iconography and symbolism that continues
to influence our culture and our lives as Roma, but also
the ways in which we continue to be perceived by others.
The Getaway installation comprises a vintage Airstream
caravan parked in the square outside Palazzo Loredan.
The Airstream has the kind of otherworldly vintage
space capsule look that we now associate with the
American dream of the 1950s and 60s Cold-War period,
but which also continues to hold great currency in the
Roma subconscious, telling, in its eloquent and concise
objectification, of life on the move in a sleek vehicle that
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is the envy of all who witness it. The symbolism of the
object is clear: the freedom of life on the road, and its
formal qualities of shininess and desirability ultimately
chime with the core elements of the Roma aesthetic.
These qualities have long been the subject matter of my
own practice as an artist, and in particular the use of
the mirrored surface, which throughout my work reflects
my ongoing preoccupation with the role of décor within
Roma culture and the construction of Roma identities.
The role of décor as a site of social and artistic agency
for Roma cannot be overstated, as objects that Roma
have surrounded themselves with in the domestic
context have historically been expected to fulfil many
needs. This becomes clearer when we consider that all
objects carried by travelling communities are required
to provide cultural narrative, artistic nourishment and
pragmatic expediency in equal measure—qualities
which continue to hold resonance today as a legacy of
historic nomadism. A preoccupation with the intimate
connections between functionality and artistry within
Roma life is at the core of my practice as an artist and
curator, and is particularly apparent in the Getaway
installation, where the very object of habitation and
transportation itself, the caravan, both embodies and
symbolises the primary qualities of the Roma aesthetic.

The Getaway
A Getaway is defined as: an act or instance of getting
away such as escape or start. It is also defined as: A place
suitable for a vacation.1 These seemingly contradictory
accounts of the term—the speedy escape and the
relaxing holiday—combine to offer a sense of duality and
contradiction. Such paradoxical devices are important
elements in the toolkit of the contemporary artist, and I
am no different. In keeping with the title’s conundrum, the
works on show inside Getaway continue to interrupt the
expectation of the viewer by subverting the idea of what
one might expect to find in the Romani home. Within
the décor of any community—as examined at length in
Raportoru’s exhibition—nothing is quite what it seems.
Inside the Airstream, we find a gilded dinner service,
ornamented mirrors, and embellished copperware—so
far, so good. Upon closer inspection, we see that the
delicately ornamental glass plates are decorated with
black concentric circles for target practice, the mirrors
depict blighted landscapes, and the copper Tarot cards
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carry unsettling depictions of the cycle of life and its
fickle fortunes.
The mirrored landscapes on the walls of Getaway embody
a paradoxical state whereby gilded ornamental finishes
are juxtaposed with the abject imagery of devastated
landscapes, and in doing so draw our attention to the
often-stark contrasts that routinely populate the lives of
Roma. This sense of extremes, of continual contingency,
echoes the centuries-old experience of being at the
same time both inside and outside of society—an
existential state within which Roma people both embody
and signify a threshold positioning. The looking-glass
landscapes are made using images from an abandoned
Gypsy site in the UK, and are developed in relation
to my interest in the idea of the ‘deviant landscape’,
whereby landscape is rendered ‘Other’ by occupation
and activity. This is evident, for example, in the conflation
of work, living, and play space enacted within the Roma
encampment, where, contrary to the view of many
outsiders, the drawing together of diverse elements
dissolves the borders between things to facilitate
closer connectivity. The monochrome imagery of these
artworks creates a marker between our world and the
illusory world of reflection—the mirrored surface acting
as a portal through which to glimpse alternative spaces,
like those that the Roma continue to occupy within the
popular imagination, shifting back and forth between
the realm of reason and that of myth and superstition.
Rapotoru’s Tarot deck not only gives us the opportunity
to experience the artist’s deft and incisive drawings
first-hand and unmediated, but also offers a point of
departure to examine questions surrounding hierarchies
of knowledge as they pertain to unconventional systems
of practice and belief. Here, we are presented with the
symbolism of an economic practice which has long
served Roma as a way of making a living, and which is
regularly derided and viewed with suspicion by wider
society. I am not about to suggest that any forecasts
made during such interactions are valid or accurate,
but neither am I going to suggest that any other more
‘respectable’ forms of divination are any more so. Roma
‘fortune telling’ aligns with many other conjectural and
speculatory practices that continue to have resonance
in established societal structures: the political manifesto,
opposite: Eugen RAPORTORU: Motherhood, 2022, oil on
canvas, 120 x 100 cm. Photo: Cristi Farcaș
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market speculation and religious dogma, to name
but a few. Yet the seemingly iconic Roma practices of
fortune telling are regularly joined by associations with
charlatanism and deceit—associations which continue
to characterise relations between Roma communities
and society at large. Roma divination, however seriously
undertaken, signifies a particular aestheticised mode of
engagement, the content and significance of which has
complex meanings, regardless of intention or outcome.
A less prejudiced consideration of such practices has the
potential to open up broader dialogue regarding the
wider implications of ‘Othered’ knowledge by offering
performative departure points that are able to interrupt
presupposition and open up alternative modes of
interaction and thought.
The resistant complexities that underpin Roma divination
echo a sense of resistance that can be experienced
throughout Roma culture: a phenomenon which is
readily evident in much Roma artistic production, from
carving and textiles, to painting, video, and performance.
The focus of my early research into Roma aesthetics
centred upon artefacts that circulated within Roma
communities, made by those who might not necessarily
consider themselves to be artists. These included tools,
textiles, toys and domestic implements which, through
their materiality and multifunctionality, continually
confounded the user’s expectation by never quite fitting
one particular category. Instead, these objects occupied
several positions at once, their potential shifting as the
needs of the user altered. Here, toys were simultaneously
weapons, and quilts were at the same time storybooks
carrying cultural narrative through time. Resistance is
performed through these objects by continually moving
from one version of themselves to another—always
available to meet our needs, but never truly known.
While functional objects like blankets and tools offer an
experiential understanding of their potential significance
through multisensory means, pictorial representation,
such as painting, can signal resistance in a more direct
way. In these works, resistance is read in narrative terms,
rather than experienced through physical interaction.
Themes of community and family, for example, are
conveyed through visual storytelling rather than haptic
engagement. Narrative pictorial accounts also perform
another vital function: by generating visual chronicles,
they not only expose Roma exclusion from formalised
histories, but also establish our own alternative record.
Such autobiographical gestures of resistance seek to
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make visible that which is overlooked—to reify that which
is denied within the institutions on which nations have
been founded. In the face of widespread reluctance to
accommodate real Roma lives and achievement within
national narratives, there is still much work for us to do.
The majority of museums and galleries still overlook
the wealth of artistic and cultural innovation that,
despite lack of support from institutional infrastructure,
continues to flourish among Roma communities. Things
are beginning to change, and our presence within high
profile contemporary art events is increasing. This is, of
course, to be welcomed, but there is still more ground
to be covered, particularly within major museums whose
permanent collections of contemporary art remain
woefully bereft of work by Roma artists. That said, the
transient attention and temporary accountability of the
biennale circuit is essential in establishing our place
within contemporary art networks and will, in turn, lead
to our artists finally finding their rightful place within the
history-making machines that comprise our national
galleries and art museums.
The Breakout
The selection of Małgorzata Mirga-Tas to represent
Poland at the 59th International Art Exhibition at the
Venice Biennale is an important step forward for Roma
contemporary art, Roma recognition and for the Roma
people. Mirga-Tas has been exhibiting internationally
for many years to great acclaim, and this opportunity
is a fitting milestone in the artist’s career trajectory. It
is also an exciting development in the story of Roma
at the Venice Biennale. As ERIAC and RomaMoMA
lobby further toward a permanent home for Roma at
the Venice Biennale, the inclusion of one of our great
cultural producers in the elite Giardini setting is a most
welcome boost. The Venice Biennale is clearly an elitist
institution and, as such, is remote from the situation for
Roma on the ground, but it is also where governmental
policy can be influenced, and international perceptions
persuaded toward alternative points of view.
Increasing Roma presence at events like Biennale Arte
contributes to the preservation of Roma cultural capital by
promoting narratives that can be influential in changing
attitudes. Our presence also helps to build alliances
with like-minded organisations, as well as representing
a quantifiable enhancement of contemporary art

discourse in terms of diversity—a much needed state of
inclusion which contemporary art networks are coming
to rather late in the day. The art world is an unwieldy
entity which takes time to interpret and react to societal
change. Consequently, it often trails behind other more
immediate social instruments in reflecting and mediating
both longstanding and emerging inequalities within
society. This means that current states of play are often
slow to be mirrored within contemporary art networks—
indicating a reluctance to look beyond the customary
circuits of galleries, art fairs and biennials to find fresh
approaches. Relying upon a limited range of influence
and opinion may suit the reliably market-led art world,
but it will not necessarily reflect the range or quality of
work being produced at any given time. This is why
events like the Roma Exhibition at the Venice Biennale,
now made possible through the independent fundraising
of ERIAC, are so important in putting forward voices that
are regularly missing from fashionable art routes and
blinkered contemporary art circles.
Positive visibility remains a key issue for Roma
communities. Negative images continue to circulate,
based on historically prejudiced perceptions, and these
still need to be countered with alternative examples of
Roma culture and Roma life. Contemporary art platforms
like art biennials can increase positive impact upon
Roma visibility by engaging with wider society in terms of
showcasing the realities of the Roma experience and the
value of Roma culture. Events like these also serve the
purpose of giving artists from Roma communities a path
of professional development through which to further
their careers, as well as the chance to impact upon
the wider discourse. The immediacy of contemporary
art platforms also presents opportunities for Roma to
become part of public debate in ways that are often less
confrontational than other more overtly political means.
No matter how extreme the message or action, it can still
be viewed as less a point of conflict within the art world
than in other settings. This not only offers a safer space to
explore highly charged political, emotional, cultural and
generational questions, but also enhances connection
across difference to promote solidarity and confidence.
It can also foreground the intersectionalities that
underpin much of today’s Roma artistic production. Art
can promote enquiry, offer hope and present alternative
possibilities for us all. By emphasising the universal
within the particularities of the Roma experience, Roma
artists have the potential to convey meaning through

conceptual and experiential means, which can perhaps
help to dismantle barriers to understanding.
Although it can be said that the promotion of artistic
practice attached to a specific identity position can be
limiting, particularly if their meanings are only relatable
within a particular context, I believe that good art can
operate in multiple contexts and continue to convey
meaning and insight in a variety of situations—
transcending their labels whilst at the same time
embracing them. FUTUROMA, the third Roma Exhibition
at the Venice Biennale, which I curated in 2019, aimed
to present an example of this dynamic by staging works
which carry universal meanings, whilst at the same time
being grounded within a particular subjectivity. The choice
of Mirga-Tas to represent Poland at the 59th Biennale in
Venice is a further example of this universality and shows
that art by Roma people is breaking through the barriers
that have been in place for far too long. Let us hope that
this move can further address the conspicuous absence
of Roma artists from museum programming and public
collections—a state that reflects a lack of commitment
to addressing inequalities within the art establishment—
which itself is a direct reflection of Roma inequality within
wider society.
Exposure to work by Roma artists at high profile
contemporary art events offers Roma people a chance
to see themselves reflected among major institutions—
an experience which is all too often lacking in our
encounters with mainstream society. These occasions
give focus to Roma issues and values by enabling Roma
networks to establish and flourish. They also set an
example to young people who may not have considered
a career in a profession that seems so remote from their
own experience. Here, we witness artists owning the
various aspects of their identity and becoming much
more than the sum of those parts, demonstrating that
every part of us has a part to play in our personal and
professional development. When we are encouraged to
explore our identities fully, we are able to access our full
potential. The integration of those often divergent or
conflicting parts equips us with skills for navigating the
complexities of full engagement with the wider world.
Many Roma artists eloquently navigate such seemingly
complex mechanisms in engaging and surprising ways.
It is fitting, therefore, that these artistic practices are
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starting to be presented in elite programming on a
level playing field, alongside the best of the rest in the
world. This in itself is a great achievement, but we will
continue to need key allies to work with us in a spirit of
cooperation and mutual benefit.
In light of this, it can be said that the momentous shift
that has now occurred with a Roma artist representing
a national pavilion at Biennale Arte is due not only to
the extraordinary talent of the artist and the curators,
but also in no small degree to the visionary approach of
those who selected the winning entry. Among these was
Zachęta, Poland’s National Gallery of Art and its Director,
Hannah Wróblewska, under whose watch I have had the
pleasure of being involved in two exhibitions: Houses
as Silver as Tents, curated in 2013 by Monika Weychert
Waluszko, and The Travellers, curated in 2016 by
Magdalena Moskalewicz. Both of these Zachęta shows
broke new ground in their own way to great effect in
terms of rethinking Roma representation, and notions
of exclusion and inclusion. As a key player within the
Polish Pavilion selection process, I have no doubt that
Zachęta’s involvement helped smooth the way for the
happy result that we witness today. It is with some
irony, then, that such a progressive moment comes
just when its Director has been effectively dismissed
by the current Polish government, who stated that
Wróblewska’s contract would not be extended beyond
2021. For some, innovative action and forward-thinking
spell danger rather than progress, as has been the case
for Roma innovation for generations. Let us hope, then,
that the progress made in the choice of a Roma artist to
represent a national pavilion here at the Venice Biennale
in 2022 can be taken forward as a beacon of hope for the
future, despite the widespread prejudice that continues
to proliferate.

Note
1 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/getaway

overleaf: Eugen RAPORTORU: The Harem (detail), 2021, oil on
canvas, 190 x 260 cm. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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Raportoru – from the in(DE)finite identity
to The Abduction from the Seraglio
The Roma Cultural Resistance:
Between Stereotype and Archetype
˜
Delia Grigore
Painter Eugen Raportoru stands out both through
the compositional value of his creations and by the
themes addressed, which include significant and subtle
references to Roma culture and history, thus endowing
meaning to his ethnic belonging, the backbone of the
artist’s inner constitution. Raportoru is a Roma painter
and a universal painter at the same time, overcoming
the boundaries of the heart, twisted with the strength
of the resurrected mind from the depths of the great
questions of the self-state.
Raportoru has evolved as a philosopher of his own
identity’s paintbrush reflected in the mirror of multiple
spaces and epochs painted, constantly telling his story
and our story from different angles, different levels,
different directions – and masterfully making us recognise
ourselves in all these perspectives. Raportoru addresses
both the feminine and the masculine, flight and collapse,
birth and death – in such a way that each emerges from
its opposite while containing the germs of its inverse.
The feminine contains the masculine; the masculine is
the germ of the feminine. Birth generates death; death
builds on life and germinates in a new birth. Flight leads
to a crash, but the crash looks up at the flight.
From the infinite to Urban Relation, Subjective Landscapes
and Roma Lives Matter, the self-proclaimed “painter of the
suburbs” approaches landscape (especially the urban),
still life and portraiture – with the faces of Roma women
and men, children and elders – occupying a special place.
The urban landscape is composed primarily in black and
white, with subtle touches of colour, predominantly in
dark blues or purple, blood red and various shades of
brown and dark yellow, as if invited to take part in a
construction that is, apparently, extraneous to them. The
landscape is squeezed into the patterns imposed by the
enormous sensitivity of the artist, as in a trap in which

the soul collapses as after a cataclysm, as in a pit with
lions between the bars of which we see, without being
able to touch or remove the boundaries that limit our
perspective. Most often, because the houses are huge,
the sky is narrow in Raportoru’s painting, compressed
into an upper corner, striving to breathe in a suffocating
environment.
A favourite leitmotif is the wall – the obstructive, choking,
oppressive wall – the forever grey wall, the even frightening
wall, but also the majestic and the wall that aspires to
heights difficult to even hope to scale. Raportoru’s walls
obstruct the viewer’s gaze, simultaneously opening the
imagination of something behind those walls – a feeling
that there has to be something there. The viewer need
only open her/his inner eye to see – or rather feel – what
is there. There is a world that is actually accessible and
real – but made inaccessible exactly by those stifling,
crushing and isolating walls. Raportoru’s metaphor of
a sad monumentality possesses the retina of the Roma
who, crushed by a society that still questions his humanity,
takes refuge either in the dignity of the touches of grey
and the sobriety of the touches of black, or in the cold
expression of the walls.
Linked with the symbol of the wall, windows are another
leitmotif: his windows are small or narrow, often grey,
sometimes even blind, opening onto the sadness and
fear of the unknown. Also linked is the gate: most often
closed or half-closed, either enormous or extremely
small, almost invisible, sometimes behind bars; rather
than giving a feeling of hope and curiosity, prompting
the eye to ask what might be behind those gates, on the
contrary, it brings a feeling of loss and obstruction, and
the deep sensation of an end: as if behind those gates,
there is nothing but the wall itself.
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Yet another important leitmotif is the road: the narrow,
twisting, winding road – almost as a path from a certain
hell to an uncertain heaven and back to an even more
certain hell; the road painted mostly in grey, that sad
and unsafe grey covering the symbolism of the insecure,
the unanswered, the exhausted silence. Even when the
landscapes remind us of spaces painted by the great
Impressionist painters, the streets, the walls, the roofs, the
fences, the gates lead us into an Expressionist universe
deeply marked by the philosophy of the periphery that
becomes the centre, of the obstacle that becomes a
passage, of closure which becomes the aspiration, of
the road which becomes the path to something long
sought-after.
Most often, the human face is missing from the
landscape, and when it exists, it is difficult to identify,
appearing as an imagistic pretext framed so well in the
non-human composition of the walls that it merges and
morphs, everything melding into a strange, cold, almost
frightening space, with old buildings that seem ruins,
perhaps deserted, with long, narrow windows, sinewy
streets, gangways, imposing gates barricading inner
courtyards dominated by the unknown, suggestions
of bolted padlocks, endless bars over the windows,
fences, gated balconies. There is no ray of sunshine
from anywhere – it is eternally winter in the world of
Raportoru’s paintings. Black absorbing light. No sky or
earth, but only walls that catch our eye and then, in
an eternal flash, collide with our orbits emptied of the
iris. The atmosphere is oppressive, underscoring the
feeling of imprisonment: the individual shut within the
walls of a society seen as a prison for the spirit. Despair
of Expressionist origin predominates, and it seems
that nothing can save us from alienation. We suffocate
between bars and walls.
The still life with vases of flowers responds to the waiting
horizon of the name that anticipates non-existence,
transcending the classic denomination of such paintings.
The flowers look broken, crushed, plucked, torn, killed,
often bleeding, arousing anxiety, even fear – sinking the
viewer into the same murky depths of Expressionism.
The portraits continue the same discourse of controlled
fear: Raportoru’s figures stare blankly, their eyes halfopen or closed, as if they refuse the world around them.
They almost never look at us, sometimes even seeming
to be blind. Human faces suggest at least two identities
– either overlapping or diametrically opposed, either
hidden from – or protected from – each other, either
prevailing through – or dominating each other.
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Raportoru’s Roma are shadows: images without faces,
faces without eyes. They are sad, they seem to grit their
teeth, their children’s chins tremble to cry, the elderly are
waiting to die or rather to be killed, their hands clasped,
looking only inside, from a past that crushes them, to a
future that has no chance but to repeat the past. Far from
being a decorative element, but obviously an element
of ethnic identification, the traditional Roma dress looks
more like a shirt of death, in which the individual awaits
her/his execution.
Raportoru re-evaluates the expressiveness of the concrete
in the symbolism of his paintings’ contours and colours:
the reality of the tragic history of the Roma essentialised
in their faces, suggested traditional costumes and houses
of mahala that exceed the boundaries of the artistic
denotative in a world of symbols of identity search.
His compositions are distinguished by the apparent
disharmony of the forms that embody a deep harmony
of content, and of the message proposed by the artist.
The latter is subsumed by the need to understand the
destiny of a nation in particular, and the destiny of
mankind universally.
Like the king who weeps with one eye and laughs with
the other, the painter with one hand nervously and
painfully draws the contour of things impossible to be
drawn, like the soul itself, and with the other hand calmly
and gently colours things that cannot be coloured –
because their hues come from another world. Metal
bars imprison the heart of the wood, while the wooden
trunk closes, in its core, the seed of the metal awaiting its
fire. In Raportoru’s oeuvre, nothing seems to be directly
linked with the Roma ethnic identity, but everything
builds its roots there, within it.
Without ostentation, without excess of artistic means,
avoiding in any way (but mainly with discretion that
comes from repeated reflection) the temptation to
amaze through the theme or compositional solutions
employed, always elegant and often subliminal, the
plastic metaphor of painter Raportoru evokes the tragic
destiny of a people crushed by history – though never
truly collapsed: a people of survivors shaped by the
eternal rebirth of eternal death and eternal life.
His images are distinguished by sharp draughtsmanship
and the sense of compositional direction, as well as
by the sometimes nostalgic, sometimes thoughtful,
sometimes nervous, but always self-reflective touch, and
by the authenticity of a world with a bitter, sad taste,
impregnated by an unanswered silence. In this key

interpretation, the human being is only a dilemma in the
shadow of the contorted parliaments prone to collapse
in the ruin of their own falsehood.
The eyes of the mind turned inward imagine what is
only suggested in Raportoru’s painting: impressions
of closed windows, half-closed gates, mangled bars,
unlockable locks, keys twisted in gates. All of these
symbolise imprisonment, submission, closure, lack of
perspective, the individual kneeling by an oppressive
society. Raportoru’s painting is tortuous, broken, roiled,
twisted by an inexpressible torment and demonstrates
a rare artistic sensibility, thoroughly served by the
performance of a long and deeply studied craft.
In The Abduction from the Seraglio, even if the painting
techniques and the deep vision of his artistic background
are still recognisable, we encounter a spiritual surprise: a
new Raportoru appears – a different eye with the same
hands; his view seems to be different, and his colours also
seem to be different – or simply the fact that there are
colours instead of his usual dominating grey and black.
The painter seems to somehow return to his deep ethnic
identity, which sits somewhere in between the tolerated
stereotype and the ancestrally dreamed archetype – an
identity that was, so far, more or less hidden behind the
grey walls of an oppressive, obstructive and suffocating
society.
Why the famous oriental wall carpet, The Abduction
from the Seraglio? Is it about an artefact more or less
culturally linked with the East and typically exoticised
by a chronic lack of knowledge and understanding of
Otherness? If so, what is the standpoint of the painter,
and why does he choose to paint the wall carpet
surrounded by installations reproducing rural rooms
versus flats in urban blocs from yesterday and today, as
well as by other paintings echoing well-known themes
of the kitsch paintings that are so much present and
appreciated in the households of socialist countries: still
life with exotic fruits and expensive wines, fruit baskets,
vases with flowers, idyllic pastoral scenes with shepherds,
peacocks, stags and deer?
What message is the painter trying to send to the viewer
and, in general, to society? We might assume that the
message stands somewhere between a reflection on
history that infinitely repeats itself by selling illusions
to people striving to find individual happiness through
collective ecstasy, and the emotion of the lost paradise of
the painter’s – and of everyone’s – childhood. And what
is happiness in this context? It could be an emotional

escape into the past, where memory might mean the
old TV set, the old table, the old seat, the old tablecloth,
the old toys, the old frills evoking ladies, ballerinas – and
even fish, doggies and birds – the colourful wall carpets
– everything that might remind you of the only golden
age of your life: childhood, when, naïve and pure, you
loved what shines, is colourful, luxurious, seems beautiful
– in the roughest sense.
But it could also be a strong political statement of the
painter, who is as deeply disappointed in the current
society as he was in the past society, because both lie to
the people, and try to sell the illusion of beautiful dreams
that can never be achieved, and, above all, they both
ignore and despise the real Roma identity, replacing it
with a false iconography, mistakenly overlapped with
the most exotic oriental culture, wrongly interpreted as
radically different.
And what is the standpoint of the viewer? It might be
related to emotional solidarity with her/his own memory
of a past seen as nice at least because it is a reminder
of youth. It might also be linked with a kind of curiosity
about survival strategies during times that seem to be
the past, but too closely resemble present society.
Keeping all this in our minds and souls, we should
not forget another very important entry point of The
Abduction from the Seraglio: the image of the woman,
which is objectified, exoticised and eroticised both in
paintings and installations with frills and wall carpets,
represented in a collective form, such as fairies in the
woods, exotic dancers in the harem, or even courtesans
– or in an individual form, like the shepherdess, the
ballerina, the lady, and, above all, the “Gypsy” woman – all
of them highly exotic, passionate, mysteriously beautiful
and esoteric. Following this key of interpretation, the
artist uses the clichés and abuses of the stereotypes to
combat them, but also to try to understand them from
within, in order to denounce them and unmask them,
aiming to reveal the reality behind the walls.
Suddenly, the intimate, sometimes even hidden space
of the home becomes the public space of exhibition,
where everything takes on different meanings. How else
could we interpret the seemingly impossible joining, in
the same room, in the same installation, of two diametric
opposites: the wall carpet, The Abduction from the
Seraglio – symbolising the exotic and savage East; and
the reproduction, The Last Supper – representing one of
the fundamental symbols of the Christian religion? We
ask ourselves how these two opposites can sit together
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on the same wall. But the possible answer comes to our
souls before it can come to our minds: both are legends,
myths, fairy-tales, dream-like worlds, untouchable for
the secluded ego, retreating from a society that betrays
it every day of its life.
This is not about kitsch! It is about desperately striving
to find the beauty inside, because outside there is only
ugliness. It is about desperately striving to recognise
yourself somewhere in a society that excludes you,
stigmatizes you, and sees you exclusively under the sky
of the stereotype, mainly negative or slightly positive.
It is about cultural appropriation and about cultural
exclusion of the most emotionally vulnerable. But it is
also about feminine cultural resistance between the
stereotype and archetype. Who am I, the Roma woman
both in the socialist and in the capitalist regimes? I
am a working woman, I am a mother, a girl, I am an
incomplete citizen... never a Roma woman outdoors,
but always a Roma woman indoors... I cannot say I really
love The Abduction from the Seraglio, but the gadje say
this is me, the Gypsy woman. I know this is not true, but
the gadje say this is something beautiful and they like it.
And I want to be beautiful and liked, especially by the
gadje, who usually despise me. And if I am not asking
too much, I even want to be loved and respected, if not
for what I really am, at least for what the gadje believe I
am... I will buy this lie, and I will buy the wall carpet and
the frill with the Gypsy dancer. And I put them in a visible
place on the wall and on the supper table of my clean
room, the dining room. And I carefully clean them every
day of my life because everything should be very, very
clean… Just in case some gadjo might visit us...
In lieu of a conclusion, we might reflect on the vault key
of a possible ethnic interpretation of Raportoru’s art: it is
about the long road from the in(de)finite twisted identity
to the value of the cultural memory standing between
stereotype and archetype in the context of pursuing
rebuilding identity through regaining dignity.
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Eugen RAPORTORU: Slums, 2017, oil on canvas, 65 x 195 cm. Courtesy of Geta Raportoru

overleaf: Eugen RAPORTORU: Venice, 2017, oil on canvas, 100 x 120 cm.
Courtesy of Geta Raportoru
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Romanian art criticism on Eugen Raportoru’s body of work

As I was asserting in the interview given to film director
Ovidiu Darian for his movie, The Right for a Face,
dedicated to Eugen Raportoru’s art, Eugen is like a force
of Nature, unleashed by means of an immense passion
for art, and especially for painting. Eugen Raportoru is
an unstoppable creator who works hard and prolifically,
imprinting his creative soul in every gesture and
brushstroke. Manifesting high respect towards the
practices of indigenous art heritage, Eugen Raportoru’s
art (drawing, painting, installations) narrates his Romani
identity and essence, and his belonging to an ethnic
group which gave world culture so many renowned
voices, such as Pablo Picasso, Charles Chaplin, Carlos
Montoya, Django Reinhardt and Ion Voicu.
Eugen Raportoru comes from a very simple background:
a family of nine children, located on the outskirts of the
city and of society. Since childhood, Eugen Raportoru
showed his sensitive side, deciding at the age of 12 to
study at the Art College “Nicolae Tonitza”. His eagerness
to paint drove him to meet the great master Corneliu
Baba, and he actually had this chance – and even to
have Baba’s tutorship, as well as other famous painters,
such as Mihai Cismaru and Ion Brodeală, who sustained
him financially and professionally. Interestingly enough,
as Eugen Raportoru reports on his artistic beginnings,
and the street he was living on, there were art studios:
three of painting and one of sculpture. Ion Brodeală
was one of his neighbours, who helped him pursue his
passion by supplying him with brushes and oil paints.

On meeting the great master Corneliu Baba, Eugen
Raportoru told me: “I had the chance to discover the
great artist Corneliu Baba. I loved his works! I am still
impressed now. I think he is one of the deepest painters
worldwide. I went to visit all his exhibitions; I saw his
works at the National Museum of Art. I found out that
I could reach him at the Art Academy, where he was a
professor. I knocked on his door, and I told him: ‘I saw
your paintings, but you haven’t seen mine!’ Ever since,
he allowed me to visit him at the studio”. He had his first
solo show at the age of 14, his paintings on display on
the walls of Cinema “Grivita” in Bucharest. His ambition to
become an important figure of Romanian contemporary
art made him determined to get his MA at the National
University of Arts Bucharest at the age of 50 (2011). Since
that moment, Raportoru has undergone a fast path
of national and European recognition, granted by The
Royal Summer Exhibition in London, the Vatican, and the
UNESCO Centre in Bucharest.
Diana Roman, art critic, published 2019:
http://www.artzspace.art/

See:
http://www.artzspace.art/artists/10?fbclid=IwAR0Greq_
x5Xd514TPC09K2--xGwYTzjnP5bmAkKcoL57iv_1lGZmJX_plxk

opposite: Eugen RAPORTORU: I think of you often, 2022, oil on
canvas, 120 x 100 cm. Photo: Cristi Farcaș
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Despite some aesthetic complicities assumed in
traditional Romanian painting, he builds a special
identity: his landscapes, compositions and installations
refuse any dimension that could be accused of
documentary. These are, in fact, the expression of
personal feelings, camouflaged behind universally valid
moods. Blurred images, which generate a decomposition
of form, nevertheless retain the essential references
of an architectural or ethnic identity; the latter has
recently appeared in his art. However, this is not a long
frequented “recipe”, to empty the artistic discourse of
authentic living, relying on the dexterity of a template.
The works explicitly contain the author’s emotional
charge, functioning at the same time as an iconic image
of a contained melancholy, but also reflected as a state
of general human nature. In this sense, I consider that
Eugen Raportoru is not a witness, but a confessor of his
time.
Of late, we often find a theme that refers to the identity
space, to the community from which it comes, which it
assumes within the limits of a discourse that seeks to
promote as a priority the aesthetic value, and not the
social one. I consider his statement on this subject to be
relevant: “I am Roma, and the Roma universe is found
in me and in my works. But my touch and the public’s
perception are universal”. The artist does not necessarily
try to capture the atmosphere or the moment, but
rather his inner state, using the composition or the
urban landscape only as a pretext for affirming his own
feelings.

Eugen Raportoru has not only the ability to look and
to see, and the ability to communicate visually by
sign, touch, tone and shape, but also the fundamental
capacity to interrogate and capitalise on memory. And
in the depths of his memory, Andreescu’s (19th century
Romanian Impressionist painter) heavy melancholy meets
the serious, sparkling cavernous sounds of Gheorghe
Petrașcu (20th century Romanian Impressionist painter),
and the lonely and often heartbreaking sadness of Jean
Cheler. But the deepest, most painful, but also most heroic
dimension of memory is that of an ancient humanity,
burdened, almost invisible because of a patina, an
existential cochlea that covers everything like a historical
landslide. At the end of the two vectors of memory, at
their point of convergence, Raportoru’s painting is a
saving act, a struggle for life behind achromatism. An
act of victory. An epiphany.
Pavel Șușară, art critic; curator’s text for Roma Lives Matter
exhibition by Eugen Raportoru, Galeria Căminul Artei,
Bucharest (3 July 2020)

Cătălin Davidescu, art critic, 2022

opposite: Eugen RAPORTORU: Women, 2022, oil on canvas,
120 x 100 cm. Photo: Cristi Farcaș
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Two clichés are laughable. A hundred
clichés move us.

Trained as a painter, Romanian artist Eugen Raportoru
has turned to installation art for the last few years,
radically transforming his artistic practice, while gaining
more and more recognition in his homeland and abroad.
What Eugen Raportoru does in his recent works by
bringing together all these kitsch/trivial items is similar
to what Umberto Eco describes in one of his essays on
the imperfections of art: “Two clichés are laughable. A
hundred clichés move us – because we become vaguely
aware that the clichés are talking to one another and
celebrating a reunion”. Gathered in this way, the
symbols Raportoru uses in his artistic language – very
recognisable to an Eastern European eye – transcend
many barriers (of time, region, ethnicity, etc.), evoking
rather inner geographies.
Ana Daniela Sultana, art curator, 2022

opposite: Eugen RAPORTORU: Midsummer (detail), 2021, oil on
canvas, 190 x 260 cm. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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Eugen RAPORTORU: Courtesans, 2021, oil on canvas, 190 x 260 cm. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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Roma Women
Performative Strategies of Resistance
Curated by RomaMoMA
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Eugen RAPORTORU: The Harem, 2021, oil on canvas, 190 x 260 cm. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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ROMA WOMEN | PERFORMATIVE STRATEGIES OF RESISTANCE
˜
After Marc N Hörler

Universal participation is invited by the curator and
the artists to inhabit, occupy, appropriate and settle or
camp in the Roma space that is suggested by the sitespecific installations. A series of interventions, actions,
performances and events is organised in aspiration
for respect for diversity within Roma cultures, for the
inclusion of the double minority position, and for the
voice of Roma women.
I was born with a gift / passed down from the sirens
on my father’s side, / the banshee on my mother’s:
/ the protective charm of song. // Once, when only
a child, / I made a woman weep from my singing.
/ My throat closed up not long after that / from a
particularly ruthless curse. // Some years ago, at the
moment of my certain suffocation, / and not without
an amount of effort, / I managed to whisper a lullaby
to myself / and it soothed my nerves and body: every
knot unravelled, / I became a river. / I knew then it
would always be my greatest source of power // I can
increase my potency by sipping on / honey lemon hot
water / oily black coffee / gaseous black tea / cortado,
water of the coconut / by sucking on / a salt tablet
a birthstone a lozenge / by snacking on / creamed
opals / topped with a tickle of gems: shards of / citrine,
aventurine, tourmaline, almandine / negating the
produce of the cow, the goat, the sheep. // Even at
my most lackluster I am better than men. / They think
it’s all about the words — / that mouthing or howling
or pronouncing them is enough. // Casting occurs in
the space where body and song harmonize. // The
catalyst is sincerity, and sincerity requires no specific
tone or volume. // You just have to mean it // and
when I say mean it // I mean: your intention must
always be to save your own life.1

1 Jen Calleja: “The Gift”, in: Spells: 21st-Century Occult Poetry, Sarah Shin and
Rebecca Tamás, eds. London: Ignota, 2018, 9-10.

You, the visitor, are invited to actively participate in
the events and site-specific installations of the Roma
Exhibition. With Roma Women – Performativity and the
Politics of Healing and Listening, this series of interventions
and events specifically creates a space to meditate on the
position in which Roma women find themselves, within a
resonatory chamber that allows the visitor to listen and
learn from their voices and stories. The performances
are recorded: the short videos accessible to the public
through a QR-code placed on the exhibition walls, next
to each installation and exhibition space inhabited and
transgressed by the Romani women performers.
The programme is devised in close conversation with
the exhibition, The Abduction from the Seraglio, by
Romanian Roma artist Eugen Raportoru, providing
us with a radical reading of the past, and scrutinising
the ongoing mystification, exoticism, feminisation,
sexualisation and criminalisation of the Roma body in
dominant western societies. This is an invitation to enter,
bearing in mind queer theorist José Esteban Muñoz’s
elaborations on the ephemeral: “Ephemera [...] is linked
to alternate modes of textuality and narrativity like
memory and performance: it is all of those things that
remain after a performance, a kind of evidence of what
has transpired but certainly not the thing itself. It does
not rest on epistemological foundations but is instead
interested in following traces, glimmers, residues, and
specks of things. It is important to note that ephemera
is a mode of proofing and producing arguments often
worked by minoritarian culture and criticism makers”.2
Thus, four ephemeral sites are conjured to practice
remembrance, resistance and creation for the future: the
magic of storytelling, the craft of ritual, the collective of
camp, and the care of healing.
2 José Esteban Muñoz: “Ephemera as Evidence: Introductory Notes to
Queer Acts”, in: Women & Performance: A Journal of Feminist Theory 8, no.
2, 1 January 1996, 10. See: https://doi.org/10.1080/07407709608571228
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ALINA ȘERBAN | ACTRESS

ANGÉLA KÓCZÉ | SOCIOLOGIST

Award-winning Roma actress, playwright, director and
ARTivist living and working in Bucharest and London.
As a playwright, she is among the pioneers of Roma
feminist political theatre and is known for writing and
performing plays on social justice, tackling sexism, racism,
homophobia and various other forms of discrimination.
She studied at the National University of Theatre and
Film in Bucharest, the Tisch School of the Arts in New
York, and the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London.
In 2016, she researched, penned, directed, and starred in
Romania’s first play about Roma slavery, a taboo topic
still not included in the country’s textbooks.

Chair of Romani Studies, and Academic Director of
the Roma Graduate Preparation Program at Central
European University (CEU) in Budapest, Hungary. In
2013-17, she was a Visiting Assistant Professor in the
Department of Sociology and Women’s, Gender and
Sexuality Studies Program at Wake Forest University in
Winston Salem, NC, USA. She has published several
peer-reviewed articles and book chapters with various
international presses, including Palgrave Macmillan,
Ashgate, Routledge and CEU Press, as well as thematic
policy papers related to social inclusion, gender equality,
social justice and civil society. In 2013, the Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars in Washington,
DC honoured Kóczé with the Ion Ratiu Democracy
Award for her interdisciplinary research approach, which
combines community engagement and policymaking
with in-depth participatory research about the Roma.
She is co-editor of The Romani Women’s Movement:
Struggles and Debates in Central and Eastern Europe
(Routledge, 2019, with Violetta Zentai, Jelena Jovanović
and Enikő Vincze), and The Roma and their Struggle for
Identity in Contemporary Europe (Oxford: Berghahn,
2020, with Huub van Baar).

Şerban is the winner of the Best Actress Award at the
German Actors Guild Awards in 2020 for her role in
Gypsy Queen, a nominee for Best Actress of the German
Film Award 2020, and was the representative of Romania
at the Cannes International Film Festival 2018 for her
leading role in Alone at My Wedding. In 2021, Şerban
became the first Roma Director at Bucharest National
Theatre with the play, The Best Child in the World.
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CARMEN GHEORGHE | ACTIVIST

ETHEL BROOKS | SCHOLAR

Roma feminist, activist and scholar from Romania. She
has been engaged in civil society for the last 19 years, her
primary work focused on Roma women’s and girls’ rights
through grassroots work, community development,
gender issues, intersectionality, politics of identity,
gender-based violence and reproductive justice. She is
co-founder of E-Romnja Association, a Roma feminist
NGO in Romania, building a new narrative about Roma
girls and women in Romanian. She is also (co-)author of
articles on Roma feminism, anti-racism for social justice,
intersectionality and the labour market. Since 2019, she
has developed an academic course on Roma feminism
and the politics of identity.

Chair of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies and
Associate Professor of Women’s, Gender and Sexuality
Studies and Sociology at Rutgers University. Brooks is a
Tate-TrAIN Transnational Fellow at the University of the
Arts London, where, in 2011-2012, she was the US-UK
Fulbright Distinguished Chair. Brooks was appointed
under President Obama to the United States Holocaust
Memorial Council, where she served from 2015-2020.
She is Chair of the Board of the European Roma Rights
Centre and member of the Bavarlipe Academy of the
European Roma Institute for Arts and Culture, the
RomaMoma Think Tank, and the US Delegation to the
IHRA and its Roma Genocide Working Group. Since
2007, she is co-Director of the annual Feminist Critical
Analysis course in Dubrovnik, Croatia. Brooks is the
author of the award-winning Unraveling the Garment
Industry: Transnational Organizing and Women’s Work.
Her current book project focuses on encampment,
claim-staking, and Romani futures.

DELIA GRIGORE | WRITER
Roma writer, researcher and activist from Romania, with
a PhD in visual arts from the Institute of Ethnography
and Folklore of the Romanian Academy. She serves
as President of the association Rroma Centre “Amare
Rromentza”, and has been working in the Roma
movement for more than two decades. An author
of three books and numerous articles and studies on
Romani culture and literature, she edited Rromane
Dikhimata (Rromane Perspectives): Anthology of Rromani
Literary Creation in 2018. A poet and writer, Grigore
is a lecturer at the University of Bucharest, Faculty of
Foreign Languages and Literatures, Rromani Language
and Literature Section, and also member of the Writers
Society “Costache Negri” in Romania.
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IOANIDA COSTACHE | ETHNOMUSICOLOGIST
Romani violinist, filmmaker, writer and scholar. Costache
completed a PhD in ethnomusicology at Stanford
University. Her scholarship on Romani musico-oral
traditions seeks to make audible the counter-histories
embedded in the emotive, performative practices
of Romani artists. Broadly, her work investigates the
intersections of race, the performance/construction
of identity, cultural memory, trauma, and history as
they intersect in Romani musico-oral traditions and
contemporary artistic practices. She traces the legacies
and afterlives of Romani history, as well as de-colonial
critiques of the present. Her writing has been published
in EuropeNow, RevistaARTA, Critical Romani Studies,
Bridge Magazine, Barricade and Decât o Revistă (DoR).
She is the co-author of a children’s book about Romani
history released in 2022. Costache is a two-time Fulbright
grantee, currently based in Bucharest, Romania.

MIHAELA DRĂGAN | MULTIDISCIPLINARY

DIJANA PAVLOVIĆ | ACTIVIST, POLITICIAN

ARTIST

Naturalised-Italian Serbian actress, activist and politician.
Born in Kruševac (Serbia); she graduated from
the Faculty of Dramatic Arts at the University of
Belgrade. Between 1995-99, she participated in
many international theatre festivals in the former
Yugoslavia, Romania and Bulgaria. In 2000,
she was the translator and interpreter for the
show, Sentiero color cenere, which refers to
unpublished poetry and prose belonging to Roma
culture. In 1999-2000 she acted in Italian, in theatrical
productions in schools, including the fable The Ugly
Duckling, and Moliere’s Il tartufo and Il medico per forza.
Over the years, Pavlović has promoted the culture and
literature of the Roma, as well as playing the role of cultural
mediator in schools. She was nominated for the City
Council of Milan in 2006, on the United list with Dario
Fo, and for the Italian Parliament in 2008 in the ranks
of La Sinistra l’Arcobaleno; though she was not elected.

With a background in theatre studies, she lives and works
in Bucharest and Berlin. She founded Giuvlipen Theatre
Company in 2014. Over the past few years, she has
worked in Berlin as an actress for Maxim Gorki Theatre,
Heimathafen Neukölln, Theatre Aufbau Kreuzberg. She
was one of the six finalists for the 2017 Gilder/Coigney
International Theatre Award from New York, an award
which acknowledges the exceptional work of 20 theatre
women around the world. In 2018, Drăgan was a resident
artist in Hong Kong at Para Site Contemporary Art Centre
where she developed the concept of the Roma Futurism,
situated at the intersection of Roma culture, technology
and witchcraft. In 2019, she was acknowledged by PEN
World Voices International Play Festival in New York as
one of the ten most respected dramatists of the world. A
year later she was selected for the acclaimed Royal Court
Theatre International Summer Residency in London,
where she wrote a science fictional play on a future
utopian society of Roma witches who control technology
and fight neo-fascist politics in Europe. The performance
Roma Futurism was showcased in the Museum of
Contemporary Art Belgrade and at FUTUROMA at the
58th Venice Biennale. Her first video installation, Future
is a safe place hidden in my braids, was shown in 2021,
depicting futuristic rituals to heal the transgenerational
trauma of Roma people and projecting a safe future for
the community.

ERASMA VICENZINA PEVARELLO | ACTIVIST
Romani Sinti activist born in Poiana Maggiore, Italy
in 1927, whose story is told by Irene Rui in the book,
Erasma, Vicenzina, Pevarello, Story of an Italian Sinti
Woman (2012). Her husband, Renato Mastini “Zulin”, was
one of the ten martyrs of Vicenza killed on 11 November
1944 after the attack on the Ponte dei Marmi. Four of
them, including Mastini, were Sinti. Through her personal
narrative, Pevarello teaches about trauma and healing,
hope and resistance.

overleaf: Eugen RAPORTORU: The Shepherd (detail), 2021, oil on
canvas, 190 x 260 cm. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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Eugen RAPORTORU: Peacock in Love (detail), 2021, oil on canvas, 190 x 260 cm. Photo: Ilina Schileru
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